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Noelle Interiors, Tullamore
Many of us are tired of our traditional
schemes but are nervous to update
to new modern schemes that will
date quickly. In today’s economic
climate we have to be wise about
how we spend our money and when
choosing a decoration scheme for
our home we need something that
will last the test of time. Traditional
schemes are always a safe bet but
if you would like to be a bit more
adventurous you can go for a more
modern look without worrying
about it dating.
The backdrops of many modern
schemes at the moment are using
more modern colours such as beige,

grey or taupe. When selecting the
scheme for the room choose one
of these colours and use different
tones of the one colour for the walls,
floor and furniture. Then to create
a little drama try using splashes of
yellows or pinks, greens or purples
in accessories like cushions, rugs,
wallpaper, flowers or pictures. It’s
very important in a scheme like this
to use different textures to create
more depth and interest, such
as velvet furniture, silk curtains,
textured wool carpet with tweed
chair and fur cushions. A traditional
couch covered in plain grey velvet
fabric with bold patterned cushions

in the accent colour will give it a
fresh modern look. Pick a main
wall or the fireplace recesses to
wallpaper in the big patterns with
the accent colour. This can give
even the most traditional backdrop
a sleek modern feel. Don’t overdo
the accessories; this could make
the scheme feel disconnected. A
few key items like the cushions,
wallpaper and candles, or pictures,
lamp shades and a rug, all with good
splashes of the accent colour. When
you tire of this accent colour, these
items can be easily and cheaply
changed.
At Noelle Interiors you can choose
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from an extensive range of fabrics,
trims, poles, wallpapers, soft
furnishings and accessories. We
can offer very competitive prices
because all our window dressings
are custom made at our in-house
workshop. Everything is bespoke
and made to an exceptionally
high standard by a team of highly
trained
seamstresses.
Custom
made curtains can be an expensive
part of an interior project and if
not handled properly can be costly
mistake. When you place an order
with us you can avail of our free
interior design advice.
We can visit your home consulting

with you, advising you on
everything from paint colours, wall
and floor coverings to furniture and
accessories; ensuring the finished
look is just right. We measure and
fit to guarantee the very best job
is done. We offer a no obligation
quotation, be it for a single set of
curtains or Roman blinds or indeed
for every window dressing in your
home. Why not contact Noelle
Interiors to see how far your budget
will go? You may be pleasantly
surprised!
Noelle Interiors, High Street,
Tullamore. Tel: 057 93 24555.
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